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Abstrat. A novel lass of appliations of preditive lustering trees is

addressed, namely ranking. Preditive lustering trees, as implemented

in Clus, allow for prediting multiple target variables. This approah

makes sense espeially if the target variables are not independent of eah

other. This is typially the ase in ranking, where the (relative) per-

formane of several approahes on the same task has to be predited

from a given desription of the task. We propose to use preditive lus-

tering trees for ranking. As ompared to existing ranking approahes

whih are instane-based, our approah also allows for an explanation of

the predited rankings. We illustrate our approah on the task of rank-

ing mahine learning algorithms, where the (relative) performane of the

learning algorithms on a dataset has to be predited from a given dataset

desription.

1 Introdution

In many ases, running an algorithm on a given task an be time onsuming,

espeially when the algorithm is omplex and omplex tasks are involved. It is

therefore desirable to be able to predit the performane of a given algorithm on a

given task from a desription (set of properties of the task) and without atually

running the algorithm. The term \performane of an algorithm" is often used to

denote the quality of the solution provided, the running time of the algorithm

or some ombination of the two.

When several algorithms are available to solve the same type of task, the

problem of hoosing an appropriate algorithm for the partiular task at hand

arises. An appropriate algorithm would be an algorithm with a good performane

on the given task. Being able to predit the performane of the algorithms,

without atually starting them on a given task, will make the problem of hoosing

easier and less time onsuming. We an view performane predition as a multi-

target predition problem, where the same input (the task desription) is used

to predit several related targets (the performanes of the di�erent algorithms).

In this ontext, it is the relative performane of the di�erent algorithms that

matters, and not so muh the absolute performane of eah of them. We are



thus interested in obtaining an ordering of the algorithms (alled also ranking)

in terms of their expeted relative performane.

Within the area of mahine learning, many learning algorithms have been

developed, espeially for lassi�ation tasks. A lassi�ation task is spei�ed by

giving a table of data and indiating the target olumn: the pair is often referred

to as a dataset. The task of prediting the performane of learning algorithms

from dataset properties has been addressed within the StatLog projet [6℄, while

the task of ranking learning algorithms has been one of the major topis of

study of the METAL projet [1℄. Both are treated as learning problems, where

the results of applying seleted learning algorithms on seleted datasets (base-

level learning) onstitute a dataset for meta-level learning.

A typial meta-level dataset for ranking thus onsists of two parts. The �rst

set of olumns (attributes) ontains a desription of the task at hand. In the

ase of ranking learning algorithms, it typially ontains general and statistial

properties of datasets (suh as the number of examples and lass value and

the average kurtosis per numerial attribute). The seond set of olumns (lass

values) ontains the performane �gures for the learning algorithms on the given

datasets (e.g., the lassi�ation error of C5.0, RIPPER, et.).

Many di�erent variants of ranking have been studied within the METAL

projet. A prototypial ranker uses a ase-based (nearest neighbor) approah. To

produe a ranking of the learning algorithms on a new dataset, the most similar

datasets from the meta-level dataset are hosen and the performanes (rankings)

of the algorithms on these datasets are averaged to obtain a predition of the

performane (ranking) on the new dataset [11℄. In an alternative approah to

ranking, proposed in [2℄, regression methods are used to estimate the (absolute)

performane of eah of the learning algorithms on a given task. These individual

preditions are then used to obtain the ranking of the algorithms. In this paper,

instead of using regression methods for prediting performanes of individual

algorithms, we propose the use of preditive lustering trees for ranking. In this

ase, a single preditive lustering tree has the ability to predit performanes

of all the learning algorithms at one. Thus, in addition to obtaining a ranking,

we also obtain an explanation for it.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 desribes in

more detail the task of ranking of learning algorithms. Setion 3 briey desribes

preditive lustering trees and desribes the partiular formulation of the multi-

target (relative) performane predition used in our experiments. Setion 4 de-

sribes the experimental setup and the results of evaluating our approah to

ranking learning algorithms. Finally, Setion 5 onludes with a summary and

possible diretions for future work.

2 Ranking of Learning Algorithms

This setion desribes in more detail the task of ranking of learning algorithms.

This inludes the mahine learning algorithms ranked, the base-level datasets,

the desriptions of the datasets, and the performane evaluation methodology.



Table 1. Eight mahine learning algorithms for lassi�ation tasks used in our study.

Aronym Brief desription

50tree (50t) C5.0 - deision trees based lassi�er

50rules (50r) deision rules extrated from a C5.0 tree

50boost (50b) boosting C5.0 deision trees

ltree (lt) linear disriminant deision trees

ripper (rip) deision rules based lassi�er

mlnb (nb) naive Bayes lassi�er (MLC++)

mlib1 (nn) 1-NN nearest neighbor lassi�er (MLC++)

lindisr (ld) linear disriminant lassi�er

2.1 The mahine learning algorithms and datasets

In this study, we analyze the relative performane of eight mahine learning

algorithms for lassi�ation tasks. The same set of lassi�ers and algorithms

has been used in the related study of estimating the preditive performane

of individual lassi�ers [2℄. The set of algorithms is presented in Table 1: this

is a subset of the set of ten algorithms used within the METAL projet [1℄.

Representatives of di�erent lassi�ation approahes are inluded in this set,

suh as deision trees, deision rules, naive Bayes, nearest neighbor and linear

disriminant lassi�ers.

Table 2. Sixty-�ve lassi�ation datasets used in our study.

.

abalone, aetylation, agarius-lepiota, allbp, allhyper, allhypo, allrep, australian,

balane-sale, bands, breast-aner-wisonsin, breast-aner-wisonsin nominal, bupa,

ar, ontraeptive, rx, dermatology, dis, eoli, ag language, ag religion, are ,

are  er, are m, are m er, are x, are x er uid, german numb, glass, glass2,

heart, hepatitis, hypothyroid, ionosphere, iris, kp, led24, led7, lymphography,

monk1, monk2, monk3-full, mushrooms, new-thyroid, parity5 5, pima-indians-

diabetes, proessed.leveland 2, proessed.leveland 4, proessed.hungarian 2, pro-

essed.hungarian 4, proessed.switzerland 2, proessed.switzerland 4, quislas, sik-

euthyroid, soybean-large, ti-ta-toe, titani, tumor-LOI, vote, vowel, waveform40,

wdb, wpb, yeast

The performane of these eight algorithms has been measured on a set of

sixty-�ve lassi�ation tasks (datasets) from the UCI repository [3℄ and from

the METAL projet. The list of datasets is given in Table 2.

2.2 Dataset desriptions

Finding a dataset haraterization method that would provide a solid basis for

predition of performane of learning algorithms is probably most important

aspet of meta-learning.

1

Several di�erent dataset desriptions have been used

for meta-learning.

1

Note that there is an important onstraint on the omplexity dataset haraterization

method. The dataset desription should be generated faster than evaluating the



One approah to dataset haraterization, proposed within the StatLog pro-

jet [6℄, is to use a set of general, statistial and information theory based mea-

sures of the dataset. The general properties inlude properties suh as number

of examples, lasses and (symboli and numeri) attributes in the dataset. Sta-

tistial properties are used to haraterize numeri attributes in the dataset

and they inlude measures suh as average skewness and kurtosis of numeri

attributes. Charateristis of disrete attributes are measured with information

theory based measures suh as average entropy and average mutual information

between disrete attributes and the lass.

The StatLog approah gave rise to the development of the Data set Chara-

terizing Tool (DCT) [9℄ within the METAL projet. The set of DCT properties

extends the initial set of StatLog properties. Table 3 presents the set of DCT

properties used in this study.

Table 3. DCT dataset properties.

DCT

nr examples nr num attributes nr lasses

nr sym attributes missvalues total missvalues relative

lines with missvalues total lines with missvalues relative ountattr ount all value

ndisrimfunt frat anor

meanskew meankurtosis lassentropy

entropyattributes mutualinformation equivalent nr of attrs

noisesignalratio avgattr multiorrel minattr multiorrel

maxattr multiorrel sdratio avgattr gini sym

minattr gini sym maxattr gini sym avgattr relevane

minattr relevane maxattr relevane numattrswithoutliers

avgattr gfuntion minattr gfuntion maxattr gfuntion

The DCT properties inlude also properties of the individual attributes in

the dataset, suh as kurtosis of eah numerial attribute or entropy of eah

symboli attribute. These properties annot be diretly used in propositional

meta-learning, where the dataset desription is a �xed-length vetor of proper-

ties. In order to use the DCT properties of the individual attributes, we have to

aggregate them using average, minimum or maximum funtion.

Kalousis and Theoharis [8℄ have proposed an alternative approah to dataset

haraterization. They use histograms for �ne grained aggregation of the DCT

properties of the individual attributes. Histograms, used as an aggregation me-

thod, preserve more information about the DCT properties of the individual

attributes ompared to the simple aggregation funtions of average, minimum

and maximum used in the DCT approah. For detailed desription of how ag-

gregations based on histograms are alulated see [8℄. In this paper, we used

performane of the learning algorithms on the dataset. Otherwise, the task of meta-

level leering would be meaningless. However, analysis of omputational omplexity

of di�erent dataset desription approahes is beyond the sope of this paper, it be

found in [7℄.



the same set of histograms as the one used in [2℄. This set inludes histograms

for four DCT properties of individual attributes and twelve DCT properties of

the whole dataset. We refer to the histogram approah to dataset desription as

HISTO.

Finally, in the landmarking approah to dataset desription [10℄, the perfor-

manes of a set of simple and fast learning algorithms, named landmarkers, are

estimated and used as dataset properties. In the original study on using land-

markers for meta-learning, a set of seven landmarkers was proposed. This set

inludes simple lassi�ers, suh as di�erent versions of a deision node lassi�er

(i.e., a deision tree with a single deision node), naive Bayes, linear disriminant

and 1-nearest neighbor. However, three of the landmarkers are already inluded

in the list of lassi�ers from Table 1 for whih we predit the performane. There-

fore, in the present study, we use the set of the remaining four landmarkers and

we will refer to this approah to dataset desription as LAND.

2.3 The performane of a learning algorithm

When building a dataset for meta-learning, we also need an estimate of the

performane of the learning algorithms on a given lassi�ation task. Most often,

the performane of a learning algorithm a on a given lassi�ation task d is

measured by the preditive error ERR(a; d), i.e., the perentage of inorretly

lassi�ed examples. To estimate the preditive error on test examples, unseen

during the training of the lassi�er, a standard ten-fold ross validation method

has been used.

2.4 The performane of ranking

The performane of ranking is measured by omparing the ranking predited by

the ranking method with the true ranking of the learning algorithms on a given

dataset. We used a standard measure of similarity of two rankings, Spearman's

rank orrelation oeÆient [11℄:
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is the di�erene between atual and predited rank of the i'th algorithm

and n is the number of learning algorithms. Again, to estimate the performane

of ranker on test datasets, unseen during the training of the ranker, a standard

ten-fold ross validation method has been used.

3 Ranking with Preditive Clustering Trees

This setion �rst briey desribes preditive lustering trees. It then disusses

how they ould be used to predit the errors of di�erent learning algorithm on

a given dataset simultaneously. It �nally proposes to use the ranks alulated

from the errors as the target variables, rather than the errors themselves.



3.1 Preditive Clustering Trees

Deision trees are most often used in the ontext of lassi�ation or single-target

regression; i.e., they represent a model in whih the value of a single variable

is predited. However, as a deision tree naturally identi�es partitions of the

data (ourse-grained at the top of the tree, �ne-grained at the bottom), one an

also onsider a tree as a hierarhy of lusters. A good luster hierarhy is one in

whih individuals that are in the same luster are also similar with respet to a

number of observable properties.

This leads to a simple method for building trees that allow the predition of

multiple target attributes at one. If we an de�ne a distane measure on tuples

of target variable values, we an build deision trees for multi-target predition.

The standard TDIDT algorithm an be used: as a heuristi for seleting tests

to inlude in the tree, we use the minimization of intra-luster variane (and

maximization of inter-luster variane) in the reated lustering.

A detailed desription of the algorithm an be found in [4℄. An implementa-

tion is publily available in the �rst-order learner Tilde that is inluded in the

ACE tool [5℄; however for this paper we have used Clus, a downgrade of Tilde

that works only on propositional data.

3.2 Ranking via Prediting Errors

The instane-based approahes to ranking predit rankings of algorithms on a

dataset by prediting the errors of the algorithms on the dataset, then reating

a ranking from these [11℄. An instane here onsists of a desription of a dataset,

plus the performane of eight di�erent algorithms on that dataset. Based on

these eight target values, an example an be positioned in an eight-dimensional

spae.

In its standard mode of operation, Clus builds its trees so that the intra-

luster variane is minimized, where variane is de�ned as

P

N

j=1

d(x

j

;
�
x)

2

where

�
x is the mean vetor of the luster, x

j

is an element of the luster, N is the

number of elements in the luster, and d represents the eulidean distane. So,

what Clus does is trying to reate lusters in suh a way that a given algorithm

will perform similarly on all datasets in that luster.

Note that this is di�erent from what we want: reating lusters in whih

several algorithms have the same relative performane. To illustrate this, suppose

we have four algorithms whih on two datasets sore the following errors:

f(0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 0:4); (0:5; 0:6; 0:7; 0:8)g

Clearly the relative performane of the four algorithms is exatly same on the

three datasets, so they belong to the same luster. However, the variane in this

luster is relatively large. Compare this to

f(0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 0:4); (0:4; 0:3; 0:2; 0:1)g

whih has a smaller variane than the previous luster but is learly worse: the

relative performanes are opposite.



3.3 Ranking Trees

A solution for this problem is to �rst rank the algorithms and to predit these

ranks instead of the errors themselves. In this way, we obtain ranking trees.

A ranking tree has leaves in whih a ranking of the performane of di�erent

algorithms is predited.

This transformation removes utuations in the variane that are aused by

di�erenes in absolute rather than relative performane. Moreover, given the

formula for the Spearman's rank orrelation oeÆient (1), it is lear that a

linear relationship between variane and expeted Spearman orrelation exists.

Indeed, note that in the ase when the ranks are predited, the variane d(x

i

;
�
x)

2

equals

P

n

i=1

D

i

2

from the formula (1). This is true under an assumption that

the exat ranking number of eah algorithm is predited. This assumption is

not ful�lled. Instead of prediting exat ranks, the lustering tree predits only

approximations of rank numbers, e.g.:

(6:0; 6:4; 3:65; 6:1; 5:65; 3:5; 5:65; 3:7):

Of ourse, by omparing these approximations we an easily obtain the following

exat ranking:

(6; 8; 2; 7; 4:5; 1; 4:5; 3)

of the eight algorithm. However, the aforementioned equivalene of variane

and Spearman's orrelation oeÆient does not hold anymore. Thus, minimizing

intra-luster variane should be seen as an approximation to maximizing Spear-

man's orrelation oeÆient. Note, however, that this approximation is far better

than minimizing intra-luster variane based on the error rates themselves.

4 Experiments

Our experiments investigate the performane of ranking with preditive luster-

ing trees indued using the three di�erent dataset haraterization approahes

presented in Setion 2. Following the disussion from Setion 3.3, we transformed

the target error values into ranks. The remainder of this setion �rst desribes

the experimental setup. It then presents the experimental results, inluding an

example ranking tree and performane �gures on the orrelation between atual

and predited rankings.

4.1 Experimental Setup

Clus was run several times with the same system settings, but on di�erent

datasets that vary along two dimensions:

{ Language bias: DCT, HISTO, LAND, DEF

{ Targets: errors, ranks



The �rst three language bias settings orrespond to the three dataset harateri-

zation approahes desribed in Setion 2. DCT uses set of properties of the whole

dataset and aggregations of the properties of the individual attributes. HISTO

uses more sophistiated aggregation method of histograms for aggregating the

properties of the individual attributes. LAND uses estimated performanes of

four landmarkers for dataset desription. Finally, DEF uses no information at

all to indue a \default" model tree that onsists of a single leaf (i.e., a model

that just predits the average of the performanes enountered in the training

set). For the �rst three ases, tests in the onstruted tree are always of the form

A < , where A is a numerial attribute from one of the DCT, HISTO or LAND

datasets (note that all meta-level attributes are numeri) and  some value for

it (any value from A's domain was allowed).

The target values were either the errors themselves, whih allows us to om-

pare some results diretly with [2℄, or the ranks, whih (aording to our expla-

nation in Setion 3.3) we hope to yield better results w.r.t. the Spearman's rank

orrelation oeÆient.

Our evaluation is based on a ten-fold ross validation, in order to maximize

omparability with the results in [2℄. Unfortunately we ould not use exatly the

same ross validation folds.

The Clus system has a number of parameters with whih it an be tuned.

One parameter that inuenes the results quite strongly is the so-alled \ftest"

parameter. Clus uses a stopping riterion that is based on a statistial F-test

(the standard way to test whether the average intra-luster variane after a split

is signi�antly smaller than the original variane); the \signi�ane level" at

whih this test is performed is the \ftest" parameter. Values lose to 0 ause

Clus to quikly stop adding nodes to the tree, yielding small trees; the value 1

yields trees of maximal size.

Preliminary experiments with Clus and Tilde on this and similar datasets

indiated that ftest=1 yielded best results. Therefore we adopted this setting for

all the experiments desribed here. Exept for this ftest parameter, the default

values were used for all parameters.

4.2 Experimental Results

Table 4 shows the mean absolute deviations of the predited error rates from

the true ones for di�erent learning algorithms. The left-hand side (Clus - ranks)

gives results of lustering trees: these are ompared to the results in the right-

hand side taken from [2℄. We an see that on average, preditive lustering trees

sore approximately equally good as the Kernel or Cubist methods on DCT

and HISTO meta-level datasets. Clustering trees perform worse on the LAND

dataset. This is due to the fat that we deided to use a set of landmarkers that

are disjoint with the set of target lassi�ers. In [2℄ seven landmarkers have been

used, three of them being the same as the target lassi�ers. However, having

meta-level attributes (landmarkers) that are the same to the meta-level lass to

be predited (target lassi�ers) makes the task of prediting their performane

trivial. Thus, the results on the LAND dataset are hard to ompare.



Note, however, that a single preditive lustering tree prediting the perfor-

mane of all the learning algorithms at one has a very important advantage

over the set of eight regression trees for prediting the performane of individual

algorithms. A lustering tree provides a single model that an be easily inter-

preted.

Table 4. Mean absolute deviations (MADs) for a single preditive lustering tree

(prediting all the error rates at one) indued with Clus ompared to the MADs of

a set of regression trees (one for eah learning algorithm) indued with Kernel and

Cubist methods. The Kernel and Cubist results are taken from [2℄. Note that LAND

and LAND* meta-level datasets are di�erent.

Clus - errors Kernel Cubist

Classi�er DCT HISTO LAND DEF DCT HISTO LAND* DCT HISTO LAND*

50boost 0.105 0.114 0.139 0.136 0.112 0.123 0.050 0.103 0.128 0.033

50rules 0.100 0.110 0.136 0.135 0.110 0.121 0.051 0.121 0.126 0.036

50tree 0.101 0.109 0.137 0.139 0.110 0.123 0.054 0.114 0.130 0.044

lindisr 0.119 0.124 0.126 0.139 0.118 0.129 0.063 0.118 0.140 0.054

ltree 0.106 0.107 0.123 0.134 0.105 0.113 0.041 0.114 0.121 0.032

mlib1 0.120 0.124 0.144 0.155 0.120 0.138 0.081 0.150 0.149 0.067

mlnb 0.124 0.135 0.145 0.149 0.121 0.143 0.064 0.126 0.149 0.044

ripper 0.135 0.114 0.138 0.147 0.113 0.128 0.056 0.128 0.131 0.041

While the above MAD values are useful to ompare our approah with pre-

vious approahes, our ultimate riterion is the Spearman's rank orrelation o-

eÆient between the predited ranking and the atual ranking of the methods.

Spearman orrelations are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Spearman's rank orrelation oeÆients (SRCCs) for the preditive lustering

trees (prediting error rates and rankings) approah ompared to SRCCs of other

ranking approahes. Results for Cubist, Kernel and Zooming are taken from [2℄.

Clus regression trees

ranks errors Kernel Cubist Zooming

DEF 0.372 0.349 0.330 0.330 0.330

DCT 0.399 0.380 0.435 0.083 0.341

HISTO 0.429 0.426 0.405 0.174 0.371

LAND 0.266 0.197 -

�

0.090

�

0.190

A �rst observation is that for eah meta-level dataset, ranking trees built

from ranks sore better than ranking trees built diretly from error rates. This

orresponds with our intuition, explained in Setion 3.3. Furthermore, both lus-

tering trees approahes have better sores than all the others, exept for the

kernel method with the DCT dataset, whih has also the highest overall value.

These experimental results provide support for the two e�ets we identi�ed

earlier as possibly positively inuening the results. First, preditive lustering

trees apture dependenies between di�erent algorithms better than separate



preditive models for eah algorithm an. Seond, when using intra-luster vari-

ane minimization as a heuristi, it is better to �rst onvert values into ranks.

We onlude this disussion with an example tree. Table 6 shows a preditive

lustering tree indued on the DCT dataset with ranks as target values. Eah

leaf node in the tree predits a ranking of the eight algorithms from Table 1. For

example, �rst leaf node in the tree (marked with (*)) predits that 50boost

(50b) will perform better than 50rules (50r) that will perform better than

ltree (lt) and so on. The tree indiates that the number of attributes with

outliers is most inuential for the ranking of the algorithms. It also indiates

that the two properties of number of symboli and numeri attributes in the

dataset seem to have good preditive power. Further interpretation and analysis

of the tree is possible but it is beyond the sope of this paper.

5 Summary and Further Work

We have used preditive lustering trees to rank (predit the relative performane

of) lassi�ation algorithms aording to the performane on a given dataset

using dataset properties. Three di�erent dataset desriptions were used. Two

di�erent tasks were onsidered: prediting atual performanes and prediting

relative performanes (ranking).

On the �rst task of prediting the performane of lassi�ers, a single lus-

tering tree prediting performanes of all lassi�ers at one performs as well as

a set of regression trees, eah of them prediting performanes of an individual

lassi�er. However, the important advantage of the lustering trees approah is

that it provides a single interpretable model.

On the seond task of prediting ranking, the experimental results show

that using ranks as target variables in lustering trees works better than using

atual performanes for all dataset desriptions. Ranking with a single lustering

tree performs better than ranking with a set of regression trees for two out

of three dataset desription approahes. Finally, ranking with lustering trees

outperforms also instane-based approah of Zooming.

An immediate diretion for further work is to extend our ranking approah

to work with relational dataset desriptions, similar to the one presented in

[12℄. Following the relational approah, properties of individual attributes an

be inluded in the dataset desription without being aggregated using mean,

maximal and minimal values or histograms. This an be easily done, due to the

fat that Tilde allows for relational tests to be used in the nodes of preditive

lustering trees by using an appropriate language bias.

Other diretions for further work inlude onsideration of additional dataset

properties. Dataset properties based on the shape of deision trees indued from

a datasets ould be interesting in this respet. Finally, the ranking methodol-

ogy proposed in the paper an be also used and evaluated on other ranking

tasks. A possible appliation would be ranking of the optimization algorithms

performane on the basis of the optimization problem desription.



Table 6. An example ranking tree (see Table 1 for the legend of the algorithms'

aronyms. Note that symbol < in the leaves denotes \performs better than".

NumAttrsWithOutliers > 3

+-yes: AVGAttr_gFuntion > -1.236

| +-yes: ClassEntropy > 0.977

| | +-yes: ClassEntropy > 0.999

| | | +-yes: 50b<50r<lt<nn<50t<rip<ld<nb (*)

| | | +-no: 50b<nn<50t<50r<rip<nb<lt<ld

| | +-no: Nr_sym_attributes > 6

| | +-yes: Nr_sym_attributes > 10

| | | +-yes: ClassEntropy > 0.445

| | | | +-yes: 50b<rip<50t<50r<lt<nb<nn<ld

| | | | +-no: MINAttr_Gini_sym > -0.068

| | | | +-yes: 50t<50b<50r<lt<rip<nn<ld<nb

| | | | +-no: 50r<50t<50b<rip<lt<nn<ld<nb

| | | +-no: 50r<50t<lt<rip<50b<nn<ld<nb

| | +-no: lt<50b<ld<50t<50r<nn<rip<nb

| +-no: Nr_num_attributes > 0

| +-yes: Nr_sym_attributes > 4

| | +-yes: 50b<50r<50t<rip<lt<nb<ld<nn

| | +-no: 50b<lt<50r<50t<nn<rip<ld<nb

| +-no: 50b<ld<nb<lt<50t<50r<nn<rip

+-no: MAXAttr_gFuntion > -1.064

+-yes: Nr_examples > 303

| +-yes: Nr_num_attributes > 0

| | +-yes: SDRatio > 1.085

| | | +-yes: 50b<50r<lt<50t<ld<nn<rip<nb

| | | +-no: ld<50b<lt<50r<nb<50t<rip<nn

| | +-no: Nr_examples > 1,728

| | +-yes: 50b<rip<50t<nn<nb<lt<50r<ld

| | +-no: ClassEntropy > 0.914

| | +-yes: Nr_sym_attributes > 9

| | | +-yes: 50t<50r<lt<50b<rip<nn<ld<nb

| | | +-no: 50b<50r<nn<50t<lt<rip<nb<ld

| | +-no: 50r<50t<lt<rip<ld<50b<nn<nb

| +-no: Nr_lasses > 3

| +-yes: 50r<nb<50t<lt<rip<50b<nn<ld

| +-no: Nr_examples > 215

| +-yes: ld<nb<lt<50r<50b<rip<nn<50t

| +-no: lt<nb<rip<50r<50b<nn<ld<50t

+-no: Equivalent_nr_of_attrs > 9.738

+-yes: MeanKurtosis > 2.891

| +-yes: Nr_examples > 303

| | +-yes: Nr_lasses > 6

| | | +-yes: ld<nb<lt<50b<50t<50r<nn<rip

| | | +-no: ld<lt<50b<50r<50t<nb<nn<rip

| | +-no: lt<ld<nb<50b<rip<nn<50r<50t

| +-no: 50b<lt<ld<50r<nb<50t<rip<nn

+-no: Nr_lasses > 3

+-yes: 50b<nn<50r<50t<nb<ld<lt<rip

+-no: lt<ld<50b<50r<nb<rip<nn<50t
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